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ABSTRACT

It is possible to establish an estimation method capable of
logically and optimally deciding a forgetting coefficient and
develop an estimation algorithm and a high-speed algorithm
which are numerically stable. Firstly, a Processing section
reads out or receives an upper limit value y f from a storage
section or an input section (S101). The.processing section
decides a forgetting coefficient p by equation (15) (S103).
After this, according to the forgetting coefficient p, the
processing section executes a hyper H_ filter of equations
(10-13) (S105). The processing section (101) calculates the
existence condition of equation (17) (or equation (18) which
will be given later) (S107). When the existence condition is
satisfied at all the times (S109), y f is decreased by Ay and the
same processing is repeated (S111). On the other hand, when
the existence condition is not satisfied by a certain y f (S109),
the Ay is added to the y f and the sum is output to an output
section and/or stored in the storage section as an optimal
value y °P of the y f (S113).
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[0010] Besides, conventionally, a Kalman filter based on
an update expression (Riccati equation) of an error covariance matrix has been widely used for the estimation of a
parameter (state) of a system. The details are disclosed in
non-patent document 2: S. Haykin: Adaptive filter theory,
Prentice-Hall (1996) and the like.
[0011] Hereinafter, the basic principle of the Kalman filter
will be described.
[0012] A minimum variance estimate x
of a state xk of
a linear system expressed in a state space model as indicated
by the following expression:
^ klk

xk+1=P 1/2 Yk=H +Vk

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

(1)

is obtained by using an error covariance matrix E kk_ r of the
state as follows.

[0002] 1. Technical Field
[0003] The present invention relates to a system estimation method and program, a recording medium, and a system
estimation device, and particularly to a system estimation
method and program, a recording medium, and a system
estimation device, in which the generation of robustness in
state estimation and the optimization of a forgetting factor
are simultaneously realized by using a fast H_ filtering
algorithm of a hyper H_ filter developed on the basis of an
H_ evaluation criterion.
[0004] 2. Background Art
[0005] In general, system estimation means estimating a
parameter of a mathematical model (transfer function,
impulse response, etc.) of an input/output relation of a
system based on input/output data. Typical application
examples include an echo canceller in international communication, an automatic equalizer in data communication,
an echo canceller and sound field reproduction in a sound
system, active noise control in a vehicle etc. and the like. For
more information, see non-patent document 1: "DIGITAL
SIGNAL PROCESSING HANDBOOK" 1993, The Institute
of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers,
and the like.
(Basic Principle)
[0006] FIG. 8 shows an example of a structural view for
system estimation (unknown system may be expressed by an
IIR (Infinite Impulse Response) filter).
[0007] This system includes an unknown system 1 and an
adaptive filter 2. The adaptive filter 2 includes an FIR digital
filter 3 and an adaptive algorithm 4.
[0008] Hereinafter, an example of an output error method
to identify the unknown system 1 will be described. Here, u k
k denotes an denotsaipufhkwnsytem1,d
output of the system, which is a desired signal, and d ^ k
fl " means an denotsaupfhiler.(Incdtay,"
estimated value and should be placed directly above a
character, however, it is placed at the upper right of the
character for input convenience. The same applies hereinafter.).
[0009] Since an impulse response is generally used as a
parameter of an unknown system, the adaptive filter adjusts
a coefficient of the FIR digital filter 3 by the adaptive
algorithm so as to minimize an evaluation error ek-dk_d k of
the figure.

xkl k = xk k-1 + Kk (.Yk - Hkxk lk-1)

(2)

xk+11k = P 2 xklk

Kk = Eklk-1 Hk (P + Hk Eklk_1 Hk)

2k Ik = 2k Ik-1
ik+11k

(3)

- Kk Hk 2k k-1

= F'klk I p

(4)

where,
xol-1 = 0,

2 01-1 = £o 1, £o > 0

(5)

[0013] xk: State vector or simply a state; unknown and this
is an object of estimation.
[0014] yk: Observation signal; input of a filter and known.
[0015] Hk: Observation matrix; known.
[0016] Vk: Observation noise; unknown.
[0017] p: Forgetting factor; generally determined by trial
and error.
[0018] Kk: Filter gain; obtained from matrix E ^ klk_r.
[0019] E ^ k^k : Corresponds to the covariance matrix of an
error of x klk; obtained by a Riccati equation.
[0020] E _ k+1 k: Corresponds to the covariance matrix of an
error of
[0021] x k+1 k; obtained by the Riccati equation.
E 1 IIo : Corresponds to the covariance matrix in an initial
state; although originally unknown, € I is used for convenience.
[0022] The present inventor has already proposed a system
identification algorithm by a fast H_ filter (see patent
document 1). This is such that an H_ evaluation criterion is
newly determined for system identification, and a fast algorithm for the hyper H_ filter based thereon is developed,
while a fast time-varying system identification method based
on this fast H_ filtering algorithm is proposed. The fast H_
filtering algorithm can track a time-varying system which
changes rapidly with a computational complexity of 0 (N)
per unit-time step. It matches perfectly with a fast Kalman
filtering algorithm at the limit of the upper limit value. By
the system identification as stated above, it is possible to
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realize the fast real-time identification and estimation of the
time-invariant and time-varying systems.
[0023] Incidentally, with respect to methods normally
known in the field of the system estimation, see, for
example, non-patent documents b 2 and 3.
(Applied Example to Echo Canceller)
[0024] In a long distance telephone circuit such as an
international telephone, a four-wire circuit is used from the
reason of signal amplification and the like. On the other
hand, since a subscriber's circuit has a relatively short
distance, a two-wire circuit is used.
[0025] FIG. 9 is an explanatory view concerning a communication system and an echo. A hybrid transformer as
shown in the figure is introduced at a connection part
between the two-wire circuit and the four-wire circuit, and
impedance matching is performed. When the impedance
matching is complete, a signal (sound) from a speaker B
reaches only a speaker A. However, in general, it is difficult
to realize the complete matching, and there occurs a phenomenon in which part of the received signal leaks to the
four-wire circuit, and returns to the receiver (speaker A)
after being amplified. This is an echo (echo). As a transmission distance becomes long (as a delay time becomes long),
the influence of the echo becomes large, and the quality of
a telephone call is remarkably deteriorated (in the pulse
transmission, even in the case of short distance, the echo has
a large influence on the deterioration of a telephone call).
[0026]

FIG. 10 is a principle view of an echo canceller.

[0027] Then, as shown in the figure, the echo canceller
(echo canceller) is introduced, an impulse response of an
echo path is successively estimated by using a received
signal which can be directly observed and an echo, and a
pseudo-echo obtained by using it is subtracted from the
actual echo to cancel the echo and to remove it.
[0028] The estimation of the impulse response of the echo
path is performed so that the mean square error of a residual
echo ek becomes minimum. At this time, elements to interfere with the estimation of the echo path are circuit noise and
a signal (sound) from the speaker A. In general, when two
speakers simultaneously start to speak (double talk), the
estimation of the impulse response is suspended. Besides,
since the impulse response length of the hybrid transformer
is about 50 [ms], when the sampling period is made 125 [µs],
the order of the impulse response of the echo path becomes
actually about 400.
[0029]

[0037] However, in the conventional Kalman filter including the forgetting factor p as in the expressions (1) to (5), the
value of the forgetting factor p must be determined by trial
and error and a very long time has been required. Further,
there has been no means for judging whether the determined
value of the forgetting factor p is an optimal value.
[0038] Besides, with respect to the error covariance matrix
used in the Kalman filter, it is known that a quadratic form
to an arbitrary vector, which is originally not zero, is always
positive (hereinafter referred to as "positive definite"), however, in the case where calculation is performed by a
computer at single precision, the quadratic form becomes
negative (hereinafter referred to as "negative definite"), and
becomes numerically unstable. Besides, since the amount of
calculation is O(N2) (or O(N3)), in the case where the
dimension N of the state vector x k is large, the number of
times of arithmetic operation per time step is rapidly
increased, and it has not been suitable for a real-time
processing.
[0039] In view of the above, the present invention has an
object to establish an estimation method which can theoretically optimally determine a forgetting factor, and to
develop an estimation algorithm and a fast algorithm which
are numerically stable. Besides, the invention has an object
to provide a system estimation method which can be applied
to an echo canceller in a communication system or a sound
system, sound field reproduction, noise control and the like.
[0040] In order to solve the problem, according to the
invention, a newly devised H_ optimization method is used
to derive a state estimation algorithm in which a forgetting
factor can be optimally determined. Further, instead of an
error covariance matrix which should always have the
positive definite, its factor matrix is updated, so that an
estimation algorithm and a fast algorithm, which are numerically stable, are developed.
[0041] According to first solving means of the invention,
a system estimation method and program and a computer
readable recording medium recording the program are for
making state estimation robust and optimizing a forgetting
factor psimultaneously in an estimation algorithm, in which
[0042] for a state space model expressed by following
expressions:
xk+l =Fkxk+Gkwk
Yk=Hkxk+vk

Non-patent document 1

[0030] "DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING HANDBOOK" 1993 The Institute of Electronics, Information and
Communication Engineers
[0031]

Non-patent document 2

[0032]
(1996)

S. Haykin: Adaptive filter theory, Prentice-Hall

[0033]
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Non-patent document 3

[0034] B. Hassibi, A. IT Sayed, and T. Kailath: "Indefinite-Quadratic Estimation and Control", SIAM ( 1996)
[0035]

Patent document 1

[0036]

JP-A- 2002 - 135171

Z k=Hkxk

here,
[0043]

xk: a state vector or simply a state,

[0044]

wk: a system noise,

[0045]

vk: an observation noise,

[0046]

yk :

an observation signal,

[0047]

zk :

an output signal,

[0048]

Fk: dynamics of a system, and

[0049]

Gk: a drive matrix,

[0050] a maximum energy gain to a filter error from a
disturbance weighted with the forgetting factor p as an
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evaluation criterion is suppressed to be smaller than a term
corresponding to a previously given upper limit value y f, and

[0068] Fk: dynamics of a system, and
[0069] Gk: a drive matrix,

[0051] the system estimation method, the system estimation program for causing a computer to execute respective
steps, and the computer readable recording medium recording the program, includes

[0070] a maximum energy gain to a filter error from a
disturbance weighted with the forgetting factor p as an
evaluation criterion is suppressed to be smaller than a term
corresponding to a previously given upper limit value y t;

[0052] a step at which a processing section inputs the
upper limit value y, the observation signal y k as an input of
a filter and a value including an observation matrix H k from
a storage section or an input section,
[0053] a step at which the processing section determines
the forgetting factor p relevant to the state space model in
accordance with the upper limit value y,

atimefrohsgctinaduehforg

x klk=Fk-1x k-1Ik-1 =Ks, (Yk HkFk-1x k-1Ik-1)

here,
[0055] x klk; an estimated value of a state x k at a time k
using observation signals yo to yk,
[0056] Fk: dynamics of the system, and

[0072] a processing section to execute the estimation
algorithm; and
[0073] a storage section to which reading and/or writing is
performed by the processing section and which stores
respective observed values, set values, and estimated values
relevant to the state space model,

[0054] a step at which the processing section reads out an
initial value or a value including the observation matrix H k
factor p to execute a hyper H_ filter expressed by a following expression:

[0071] the system estimation device includes:

[0074] the processing section inputs the upper limit value
y, the observation signal y k as an input of a filter and a value
including an observation matrix Hk from the storage section
or an input section, the processing section determines the
forgetting factor prelevant to the state space model in
accordance with the upper limit value y f,
[0075] the processing section reads out an initial value or
a value including the observation matrix H k at a time from
the storage section and uses the forgetting factor p to execute
a hyper H_ filter expressed by a following expression:
x klk=Fk-1x k-1Ik-1 =Ks, (Vk HkFk-1x k-1Ik-1)

[0057] K,,k; a filter gain,

here,

[0058] a step at which the processing section stores an
obtained value relating to the hyper H_ filter into the storage
section,

[0076] x
; an estimated value of a state x k at a time k
using observation signals yo to yk,

[0059] a step at which the processing section calculates an
existence condition based on the upper limit value y f and the
forgetting factor p by the observation matrix H i and the filter
gain Ks,,, and
[0060] a step at which the processing section sets the
upper limit value to be small within a range where the
existence condition is satisfied at each time and stores the
value into the storage section by decreasing the upper limit
value yf and repeating the step of executing the hyper H_
filter.
[0061] Besides, according to second solving means of the
invention,
[0062] a system estimation device is for making state
estimation robust and optimizing a forgetting factor p simultaneously in an estimation algorithm, in which for a state
space model expressed by following expressions:
xk+l =Fkxk+Gkwk
Yk=Hkxk+vk
zk=Hkxk

here,
[0063]

xk: a state vector or simply a state,

[0064]

wk: a system noise,

[0065]

vk: an observation noise,

[0066]

yk: an observation signal,

[0067]

zk: an output signal,

^ klk

[0077] Fk: dynamics of the system, and
[0078] Ks,k; a filter gain,
[0079] the processing section stores an obtained value
relating to the hyper H_ filter into the storage section,
[0080] the processing section calculates an existence condition based on the upper limit value y f and the forgetting
factor pby the observation matrix H i and the filter gain

and
[0081] the processing part sets the upper limit value to be
small within a range where the existence condition is
satisfied at each time and stores the value into the storage
section by decreasing the upper limit value y f and repeating
the step of executing the hyper H_ filter.
[0082] According to the estimation method of the invention, the forgetting factor can be optimally determined, and
the algorithm can stably operate even in the case of single
precision, and accordingly, high performance can be realized
at low cost. In general, in a normal civil communication
equipment, calculation is often performed at single precision
in view of cost and speed. Thus, as the practical state
estimation algorithm, the invention would have effects in
various industrial fields.
[0083] A more detailed description of the invention is
provided in the following description and appended claims
taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawing.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
[0084] FIG. 1 is a structural view of hardware of an
embodiment.
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[0085] FIG. 2 is a flowchart concerning the generation of
robustness of an H_ filter and the optimization of a forgetting factor p.

[0110] E k,+ilk• Corresponds to a covariance matrix of an
error of x k+1lk; given by the Riccati equation.

[0086] FIG. 3 is a flowchart of an algorithm of the H_ filter
(S105) in FIG. 2.

[0111] E : ilo : Corresponds to a covariance matrix in an
initial state; originally unknown, however, € I is used for
convenience.

[0087] FIG. 4 is an explanatory view of a square root array
algorithm of Theorem 2.

[0112] K,,k: Filter gain; obtained from a matrix E' klk-1.

[0088] FIG. 5 is a flowchart of a fast algorithm of Theorem
3, which is numerically stable.

[0113] p: Forgetting factor; in the case of Theorems 1 to 3,
when yf is determined, it is automatically determined by
P= 1- x(Yf)•

[0089] FIG. 6 is a view showing values of an impulse
response
-o 23-

[0114] ef; : Filter error

[0090] FIG. 7 shows an estimation result of the impulse
response by the fast algorithm of Theorem 3, which is
numerically stable.
[0091] FIG. 8 is a structural view for system estimation.
[0092] FIG. 9 is an explanatory view of a communication
system and an echo.
[0093] FIG. 10 is a principle view of an echo canceller.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION
[0094] The following is a detailed description and explanation of the preferred embodiments and best modes for
embodying the invention along with some proofs thereof.
[0095] Hereinafter, embodiments of the invention will be
described.
1. Explanation of Symbols
[0096] First, main symbols used in the embodiments of the
invention and whether they are known or unknown will be
described.
[0097] xk: State vector or simply a state; unknown and this
is an object of the estimation.
[0098] x0 : Initial state; unknown.
[0099] wk: System noise; unknown.
[0100] vk: Observation noise; unknown.
[0101] yk: Observation signal; input of a filter and known.
[0102] zk: Output signal; unknown.
[0103] Fk: Dynamics of a system; known.
[0104] Gk: Drive matrix; known at the time of execution.
[0105] Hk: Observation matrix; known.
[0106] xk: Estimated value of a state x k at a time k,
using observation signals yo to yk; given by a filter
equation.
[0107] x
: Estimated value of a state X k+1 at a time
k+1 using the observation symbols yo to yk; given by the
filter equation.
^ kk

[0115] R,,k: Auxiliary variable
[0116] Incidentally, " ' and "v" placed above the symbol
mean estimated values. Besides, " "- ", "U" and the like
are symbols added for convenience. Although these symbols
are placed at the upper right of characters for input convenience, as indicated in mathematical expressions, they are
the same as those placed directly above the characters.
Besides, x, w and the like are vectors, H, G, K, R, E and the
like are matrixes and should be expressed by thick letters as
indicated in the mathematical expressions, however, they are
expressed in normal letters for input convenience.
^

2. Hardware and Program for System Estimation
[0117] The system estimation or the system estimation
device and system can be provided by a system estimation
program for causing a computer to execute respective procedures, a computer readable recording medium recording
the system estimation program, a program product including
the system estimation program and capable of being loaded
into an internal memory of a computer, a computer, such as
a server, including the program, and the like.
[0118] FIG. 1 is a structural view of hardware of this
embodiment.
[0119] This hardware includes a processing section 101
which is a central processing unit (CPU), an input section
102, an output section 103, a display section 104 and a
storage section 105. Besides, the processing section 101, the
input section 102, the output section 103, the display section
104 and the storage section 105 are connected by suitable
connection means such as a star or a bus. Known data
indicated in "1. Explanation of Symbols" and subjected to
the system estimation are stored in the storage section 105
as the need arises. Besides, unknown and known data,
calculated data relating to the hyper H_ filter, and other data
are written and/or read by the processing section 101 as the
need arises.
3. Hyper H_ Filter by Which Forgetting Factor Can Be
Optimally Determined
(Theorem 1)
[0120] Consideration is given to a state space model as
indicated by following expressions.
xk+l =Fkvk+Gw. Wk,XkEN

Yk=Hk+vk,yk, vkER

[0108] x ^ k+ilk: Initial estimated value of a state; originally
unknown, however, 0 is used for convenience.
[0109]
Corresponds to a covariance matrix of an
error of x klk; given by a Riccati equation.

zk=Hkvk,zkER HkERixx k=o,i. .... L

(6)

7)
(8)

[0121] An H_ evaluation criterion as indicated by the
following expression is proposed for the state space model
as described above.
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k

(9)

Y, l I ef,; Mfl p
=0

2

IIxo --

o,!wj,w;j

2
f

k

o

+ E Ilv;lh/P
;-o

[0127] First, the processing section 101 reads out or inputs
the upper limit value yf from the storage section 105 or the
input section 102 (S101). In this example, y f»1 is given.
The processing section 101 determines the forgetting factor
p by expression (15) (S103). Thereafter, the processing
section 101 executes the hyper H_ filter of expression (10)
to expression (13) based on the forgetting factor p (S105).

The processing section 101 calculates expression (17) (or
[0122] A state estimated value x' klk (or an output esti-

mated value z',,,) to satisfy this H_ evaluation criterion is
given by a hyper H_ filter of level y f:

( 10)

Zkk = Hk xkk

xklk = Fk-1xk-11k-1 + K,,k(.Yk — HkFk—lxk-11k-1)

Ksk = kk 1Hk (Hk

^

(11)
(12)

kk 1Hk +P) 1

2klk = 2kjk-1 — 2kjk-1 CkkRCk 2kjk-1 1

(13)

fly

2k+1lk

= ` Fk tklk Fkk)/P

where,
ef,; = zsh —

(14)

xolo = xo, Elio = Eo

Re,k = Rk + Ck 2klk—lCk , Rk =

^

0
0

— PYZ ],

Ck = Hk

0 <p= 1— X(Yf)< 1 , Yf> 1

(15)

Incidentally, expression (11) denotes a filter equation,

expression (12) denotes a filter gain, and expression (13)
denotes a Riccati equation.
[0123] Besides, a drive matrix G k is generated as follows.

Ck CT —

xYf

FkgkkFk

( 16 )
)

[0124] Besides, in order to improve the tracking capacity
of the foregoing H_ filter, the upper limit value y f is set to
be as small as possible so as to satisfy the following
existence condition.

_1

_1

=-1 +

1 — Yf 2 T

(17)

H; H; > 0, i = 0, ... , k

the right side (this is made EXC) of after-mentioned expression (18)) (S107), and when the existence condition is
satisfied at all times (S109), y t. is decreased by Ay, and the
same processing is repeated (S111). On the other hand, when
the existence condition is not satisfied at a certain y. (S109),
what is obtained by adding Ay to the y f is made the optimal
value y f 1' of y f, and is outputted to the output section 103
and/or stored into the storage section 105 (S113). Incidentally, in this example, although Ay is added, a previously set
value other than that may be added. This optimization
process is called a y-iteration. Incidentally, the processing
section 101 may store a suitable intermediate value and a
final value obtained at respective steps, such as the H_ filter
calculation step S105 and the existence condition calculation
step S107, into the storage section 105 as the need arises,
and may read them from the storage section 105.
[0128] When the hyper H_ filter satisfies the existence
condition, the inequality of expression (9) is always satisfied. Thus, in the case where the disturbance energy of the
denominator of expression (9) is limited, the total sum of the
square estimated error of the numerator of expression (9)
becomes bounded, and the estimated error after a certain
time becomes 0. This means that when yf can be made
smaller, the estimated value x ^ klk can quickly follow the
change of the state X k.
[0129] Here, attention should be given to the fact that the
algorithm of the hyper H_ filter of Theorem 1 is different
from that of the normal H. filter. Besides, when y f—co, then
p=1 and Gk=O, and the algorithm of the H_ filter of Theorem
1 coincides with the algorithm of the Kalman filter.
[0130] FIG. 3 is a flowchart of the algorithm of the (hyper)
H_ filter (S105) in FIG. 2.
[0131] The hyper H_ filtering algorithm can be summarized as follows.
[0132] [Step S201] The processing section 101 reads out
the initial condition of a recursive expression from the
storage section 105 or inputs the initial condition from the
input section 102, and determines it as indicated in the
figure.
Incidentally, L denotes a previously fixed maximum data
number.

Where, x(yf) is a monotonically damping function of y f,
which satisfies x(1)=l and x(-)=0.
[0125] The feature of Theorem 1 is that the generation of
robustness in the state estimation and the optimization of the
forgetting factor p are simultaneously performed.
[0126] FIG. 2 shows a flowchart concerning the generation of robustness of the H_ filter and the optimization of the
forgetting factor p. Here,
block "EXC>0": an existence condition of the H_ filter, and
Ay: a positive real number.

[0133] [Step S203] The processing section 101 compares
the time k with the maximum data number L. When the time
k is larger than the maximum data number, the processing
section 101 ends the processing, and when not larger,
advance is made to a next step. (If unnecessary, the conditional sentence can be removed. Alternatively, restart may be
made as the need arises.)
[Step S205] The processing section 101 calculates a filter
gain Ks,k by using expression (12).
[Step S207] The processing section 101 updates the filter
equation of the hyper H_ filter of expression (11).
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[Step S209] The processing section 101 calculates terms E
k ^ k, k+r ^ k corresponding to the covariance matrix of an
error by using the Riccati equation of expression (13).
[Step S211] The time k is made to advance (k=k+1), return
is made to step S203, and continuation is made as long as
data exists.
[0134] Incidentally, the processing section 101 may store
a suitable intermediate value, a final value, a value of the
existence condition and the like obtained at the respective
steps, such as the H_ filter calculation steps S205 to S209,
into the storage section 105 as the need arises, or may read
them from the storage section 105.

-continued
—4PQHk 2k ^k _1 Hk +4p2yf >0

one of two eigenvalues of the matrix R e,k becomes positive,
the other becomes negative, and the matrixes R k and Re,k
havetsminr.Byh,we

Hk kk

Hk ikk 1Hk

1_y2
1—

(Scalar Existence Condition)
[0135] The amount of calculation O(N 2) was necessary for
the judgment of the existence condition of expression (17).
However, when the following condition is used, the existence of the H_ filter of Theorem 1, that is, expression (9) can
be verified by the amount of calculation O(N).
Corollary 1: Scalar existence condition
[0136] When the following existence condition is used,
the existence of the hyper Hoo, filter can be judged by the
amount of calculation O(N).

PHk Ks,k

HkKk=

1—'Yf Hk /as k

is used, the existence condition of expression ( r$) is
obtained. Here, the amount of calculation of H k Ks,k is O(N).
4. State Estimation Algorithm Which Is Numerically Stable

[0137] Hereinafter, the proof of the system 1 will be
described.

[0139] Since the foregoing hyper H_ filter updates E
k ^ k_ER' x' the amount of calculation per unit time step
becomes O(N2), that is, an arithmetic operation proportional
to N2 becomes necessary. Here, N denotes the dimension of
the state vector xk. Thus, as the dimension of x k is increased,
the calculation time required for execution of this filter is
rapidly increased. Besides, although the error covariance
matrix E ^ klk_ r must always have the positive definite from
its property, there is a case where it has numerically the
negative definite. Especially, in the case where calculation is
made at single precision, this tendency becomes remarkable.
At this time, it is known that the filter becomes unstable.
Thus, in order to put the algorithm to practical use and to
reduce the cost, the development of the state estimation
algorithm which can be operated even at single precision
(example: 32 bit) is desired.

[0138] When a characteristic equation

[0140] Then, next, attention is paid to

Here,

P

PHi Ks,i
2 A
1 Yf, ,= 1HK

P= 1— X(Yf)

(1 9)

Where, Ks,; denotes the filter gain obtained in expression
(12).

(Proof)

/2
T/2
Rk=R kJ1R k,
R

A — (p + Hktklk_1Hkl

—HkFklk_1Hk

— Hk ^ k k-1 Hk

A — (— PYf+Hk ^ klk—lHkl

1/2e J T/2
e,k'

IA1 — Re,k I _

T/2

A2— (2HtH T +pQ)Ap22+pQHtH T
k

=0

of a 2x2 matrix Re,k is solved, an eigenvalue X, of R e,k is
obtained as follows.

kk-1

and an H_ filter (square root array algorithm) of Theorem r ,
which is numerically stabilized, is indicated in Theorem 2.
Here, although it is assumed that F k=I is established for
simplification, it can be obtained in the same way also in the
case of Fk ^ I. Hereinafter, the hyper H_ filter to realize the
state estimation algorithm which is numerically stable will
be indicted.

(Theorem 2)
^

(D -4PQHktkk_1 Hk + 4p 2y
±F

2
Where,

= 2 Hktksk-1 Hk +PP, P = 1 — Yf

xklk = xk—lk_1 + Ks,k (Yk — Hkxk-1Ik-1)

(20)

11 _1
_!
1
1
Ks,k = Kk(:, 1)/Re,k(l 1) Kk =P 2 IIP 2 KkR,,k )M)TJlRk

(21)
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[0144] Incidentally, in FIG. 4, J 1 - ' can be deleted

-continued
rI

1

1

Rk

Ck ^kk _1

0

/J 2F'k k-1

j

I

(22)

Rek

O(k) _

[0145] First, the processing section 101 reads out terms
contained in the respective elements of the left-side equations of expression (22) from the storage section 105 or
obtains them from the internal memory or the like, and
executes the J-unitary transformation (5301). The processing section 101 calculates system gains Kk and Ks,k from the
elements of the right-side equations of the obtained expression (22) based on expression ( 21) (5303, 5305). The processing section 101 calculates the state estimated value xkk
based on expression (20) (5307).

0

1
P Z Kk R"k Jl l

F'k+11k

Where,
T

(23)

Rk=RkJ1Rk,

1

z

0

I p2

Rk =

P 2 Yf

0

J1

5. Numerically Stable Fast Algorithm for State Estimation

1

= I0

1
ik lk-1

[0146] As described above, a computational complexity of
the H_ filter of Theorem 2 per unit step remains O(N2). Then,
as a countermeasure for the complexity, by using that when
u(0), 0, .. , 0], a covariance
matrix E+1klk of one step prediction error of Xk=[X Tk OT]T

^

0l ,
T

= 'kk-1 F'kk-1

satife

Rk = Rk + Ck^kl k-1 Ck ,

Ck =

Hk
Hk 1,
1

T

Rk = Re kJ1 Re k,

xolo = xo

F—'/c+lk+ —^E/cjk-1^

0(k) denotes a J-unitary matrix, that is, satisfies
0(k)JDH(k) T=7, J=(7 1 ®(I), I denotes a unit matrix, K k(:,1)
denotes a column vector of a first column of the matrix K k.

jk

T

(24)

= —^Rr k 1'T 1'/c — 0

consideration is given to updating L (that is, L k) with a low
dimension instead of E +llk. Here, when attention is paid to
Rr.,k=R1 , kSRT .,k, next Theorem 3 can be obtained.
^2

^2r

(Theorem 3)
(61)

xklk = xk-11k-1 + Ks,k (.Yk — Hkxk-11k-1)

(62)
Ksk +Kk( , 1) Re,k( 1 , 1),

Kk =P 2 (KkRe,k)Re,k

1

1
2
Re,k+l

Kk+1
0

0
T

z

—T

Re,k+1 J1

z

0

=

1-k+1 Rr,k+1
/^k

[0141] Incidentally, in expressions (21) and (22), J 1-1 and
J 1 can be deleted.
[0142] FIG. 4 is an explanatory view of the square root
array algorithm of Theorem 2. This calculation algorithm
can be used in the calculation (S105) of the H_ filter in the
flowchart of Theorem 1 shown in FIG. 2.

shown in the figure. Thus,

^ ^ klk=2:^12k

K-2' ^T2klk-1 >0 is

established, the positive definite property of E ^ klk_ r is
ensured, and it can be numerically stabilized. Incidentally, a
computational complexity of the H filter of Theorem 2 per
unit step remains 0 (N2)
^

J

(63)

Ck+1LkRrk

O(k)

RJ

J1 P ^I-k Rrk

here, 0(k) denotes an arbitrary J-unitary matrix, and
Ck+ ,Tis established, where
1T

(23)

Rk = Rk J1 Rk ,

1
1

[0143] In this estimation algorithm, instead of obtaining E
klk_r by a Riccati type update expression, its factor matrix
^ ^ r/2kk I ERN"N (square root matrix of E ^ klk_ 1) is obtained
by the update expression based on the J-unitary transformation. From a 1-1 block matrix and a 2-1 block matrix
generated at this time, the filter gain K s,k is obtained as

1

RZk+l

Pz

0

Rk =
0 P2yf
10
Jl = ^ 0 -11
1
2kik-1

T

= 2kik-1 2kk-1

Rek = Rk+Ck ^ k k—1 C T

Hk
Gk =^ Hk^
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[0150] In the fast algorithm, since the filter gain Kk is
obtained by the update of L kER(N+ 1)"2 in the following
factoring

-continued
T
Re,k = Re k J1 Re k ,

x010 = xo
kjk-1 ^

[0147] Incidentally, the proof of Theorem 3 will be
described later.
[0148] The above expression can be arranged with respect
to Kk instead of K-k(=P-1/2Kk).

O

rI Kk+l
)^ (k) (Re"_.

2)

(Theorem 4)
xk lk = xk-11k-1 +KB,k(.Yk — Hkxk—Ik-1)

(25)

Kk = p 2 Kk(:, 1)/Re,k( 1 , 1 )

(26)
(27)

Kk0 1

=

p 2Lk Rrkl-k Ck 1

0

_

(28)

[

Lk+1=/J 21-k —

Kk

Re,k Ck+l Lk

T

Re,k+1 = Re,k — Ck+ll-k R r kl-k Ck+1
T

(30)

Rrk+l = Rrk — I-k Ck+l Re,k Ck+1 l-k

Where,
(31)

Hk+l
Ck+l =
Hk+l

Hk+1 = [uk+lu(k + 1-N)] = [u(k + l)uk],

H1= [u(1 ), 0 ,..., 0]
^T
Re,l =R1 + CJilloC1,

p

0

Rl =

pY2

silo = diag{p2 , p3 , ... , pN+2 } ,
p = 1 x(TS)
10

io =

0

0

((32))

rI

1I

T
-T
_1
p 2 (F
—'k+llk G'k — ^Y-klk-1Ck)

[0151] FIG. 5 is one example of a flowchart of a numerically stable fast algorithm of Theorem 4. The fast algorithm
is incorporated in the calculation step (S105) of the H_ filter
of FIG. 2, and is optimized by the y-iteration. Thus, during
a period in which the existence condition is satisfied, y f is
gradually decreased, however, at the time point when it
comes to be unsatisfied, y, is increased as indicated in the
figure.
[0152] The H_ filtering algorithm can be summarized as
follows.
[Step S401] The processing section 101 determines an initial
condition of the recursive expression as indicated in the
figure. Incidentally, L denotes a maximum data number.
[0153] [Step S403] The processing section 101 compares
the time k with the maximum data number L. When the time
k is larger than the maximum data number, the processing
section 101 ends the processing, and when not larger,
advance is made to a next step. (When unnecessary, the
conditional sentence can be removed. Alternatively, restart is
made.)
[Step S405] The processing section 101 recursively calculates a term K k+l corresponding to a filter gain by using
expressions (27) and (31).
[Step S406] The processing section 101 recursively calculates Re,k+l by using expression (29).
[Step S407] The processing section 101 further calculates
K k by using expressions (26) and (31).
[Step S409] The processing section 101 judges the existence
condition EXC> o here, and when the existence condition is
satisfied, advance is made to step S411.

E R(N+1)x2

01
],

Rr,o=[

LLL o

1I

L 0 J — L ^CK J =

T/2
jl 1®—R"_+ T/

is used, a fast state estimation algorithm of Theorem 4 can
be obtained. Where, iP denotes a shift matrix.

T
= — R -I
4+1k—FE —

O(N+ r ) is sufficient for the amount of calculation per unit
step. Here, attention should be paid to the following expression.

[0149] Further, when the following J-unitary matrix
(k) = (j1R e 'k 112®_Rrk 112

T

pN

Ko =0,
x010 = x0,
Kk =p 2Kk

diag[•] denotes a diagonal matrix, and R e,k+l (1,1) denotes a
1 - 1 element of the matrix R e,k+l . Besides, the above expression can be arranged with respect to K k instead of K k.

[Step S413] On the other hand, when the existence condition
is not satisfied at step S409, the processing section 101
increases yf, and return is made to step S401.
[Step S411] The processing section 101 updates the filter
equation of the H_ filter of expression (25).
[Step S415] The processing section 101 recursively calculates Rr,k+l by using expression (30). Besides, the processing
section 101 recursively calculates L-k+l by using expressions (28) and (31).
[Step S419] The processing section 101 advances the time k
(k=k+1), returns to step S403, and continues as long as data
exists.
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[0154] Incidentally, the processing section 101 may store
a suitable intermediate value and a final value obtained at the
respective steps, such as the H_ filter calculation steps S405
to S415 and the calculation step S409 of the existence
condition, into the storage section 105 as the need arises, and
may read them from the storage section 105.
6. Echo Canceller

[0159] The hyper and fast H_ filtering algorithms to the
state space model as stated above is as described before.
Besides, at the estimation of the impulse response, when the
generation of a transmission signal is detected, the estimation is generally suspended during that.
7. Evaluation to Impulse Response
(Confirmation of Operation)

[0155] Next, a mathematical model of an echo canceling

problem is generated.
[0156] First, when consideration is given to the fact that a
received signal {uk} becomes an input signal to an echo
path, by a (time-varying) impulse response {h i[k]} of the

[0160] With respect to the case where the impulse
response of the echo pulse is temporally invariable (h ;[k]=
hi), and the tap number N is 48, the operation of the fast
algorithm is confirmed by using a simulation.

echo path, an observed value {Yk} of an echo {dk} is
47

expressed by the following expression.

(38)
, h' Uk-i + Vk

.Yk =

i=0

N-1

(33)

Yk = dk + vk = , h' [k] uk-i + V k ,

Incidentally, FIG. 6 is a view showing values of the impulse
response {hi} here.

=o
k=0,1,2,...

Here, uk and yk respectively denote the received signal and
the echo at a time t k (=kT; T is a sampling period), v k denotes
circuit noise having a mean value of 0 at the time t k, h,[k], i=0,
... , N-1 denotes a time-varying impulse response, and the
tap number N thereof is known. At this time, when estimated
values {h [k]} of the impulse response are obtained every
moment, a pseudo-echo as indicated below can be generated
by using that.

N-1

[0161] Here, the value shown in the figure are used for the
impulse response {hi};=023, and the other {hi }i=2447 is made
0. Besides, it is assumed that v k is stationary Gaussian white
noise having a mean value of 0 and variance aç 2 =1.0x10 6,
and the sampling period T is made 1.0 for convenience.
[0162] Besides, the received signal {u k} is approximated
by a secondary AR model as follows.
Uk=a l Uk. 1 +a2 Uk.2+Wk

(39)

Where, a 1 =0.7 and a2 =0.1 are assumed, and wk denotes
stationary Gaussian white noise having a means value of 0
and variance 0w 2 =0.04.

(34)

(Estimation Result of Impulse Response)

dk =i[k]uk ,
=o

[0163] FIG. 7 shows an estimation result of the impulse
response by the numerically stable fast algorithm of Theorem 4. Here, the vertical axis of FIG. 7(b) indicates V{E, =

k=0,1,2,...

047 (h i —'x k( l +1)) 2 }'

When this is subtracted from the echo (Y k d^ k-o), the echo
can be cancelled. Where, it is assumed that if k—i<O, then

uk_ l =0.
[0157] From the above, the problem can be reduced to the
problem of successively estimating the impulse response
{hi[k]} of the echo path from the received signal {u k} and
the echo {y k} which can be directly observed.
[0158] In general, in order to apply the H_ filter to the
echo canceller, first, expression (32) must be expressed by a
state space model including a state equation and an observation equation. Then, since the problem is to estimate the
impulse response {hi[k]}, when {hi[k]} is made a state
variable xk, and a variance of about w k is allowed, the
following state space model can be established for the echo
path.
xk+ 1=xk+GkWkXk, W kERN

(35)

Yk=Hkzk+UkYk uk

(36)

Zk=HkXk ZkER HkER 1,N

(37)

[0164] By this, it is understood that the estimation can be
excellently performed by the fast algorithm. Where, p=1X(Yf),x(Yf)=Yf 2 ,xoo=0 and E ^ olo=20I were assumed, and
the calculation was performed at double precision. Besides,
while the existence condition is confirmed, y t=5.5 was set.
8. Proof of Theorem
8-1. Proof of Theorem 2
[0165] When the following expression:

1

/Zk

Xk=[ho[k], .. . ,hN[k]]T, W1J Wk(1).. . .. 2k(]T

(40)

Re,k

0
1

1

/J 2 /^k/Ze,k J1
T

^

=

0

Rk
1

Where,

1

1

L'k'k k-1

2'k k-1 Ck /^

I

T

Rek P

1 T
2

'k k-1

2'k+l lk

T

^ J1 1 Re,k Kk
T

0

'k+l lk

is established, following expressions are obtained by comparing the respective terms of 2x2 block matrixes of both
sides.
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Thus, X=R,,k+1 1 2 is obtained from Re,k+1=Re,k+1JlRe,k+1 T^
2, Rk+1=Rk

Rk = Rk + Ck 2klk-1 Ck

(41)

Here, attention should be paid to the fact that

(42)

Kk = 2k k 1 Ck

^

/ ^ 1 =/S^ Re;kT +, 1/T
^ Re,{, 1/,^R^,ki=R ^,>oR ^k 1 =

1 Trz

Rrk SRT,k

F'kk-1 +/J 1Kk /Ze,k Kk = P 1 F'klk_1

(43)

, Yk= Yk+1`P((k = `w Yk+1

is established.
(2,1)-Block matrix

[0166] This is coincident with the Riccati equation of
expression (13) at F k=I of Theorem 1. Where,
YJ1XT =

11
J1 =

T -T

- P 2 Lk R - k' Lk Ck+l

Kk
1

T
1
1/
+P Z( k+1Ik - 'PEklk-1 ^ )Ck+1

K

_

0 1
1 J,

L0

o
_

1 0

(44 )

J = (ii ®1),

^

rI 0 1I
=
LK

Hk I

T

-T

1

J +P 2 (F'k+lk Ck+l -

kk-1Ck)

Ck = H
k

[Kk] + L K01 ]

[0167] On the other hand, when AJA T=BJB T is established, B can be expressed as B=AO(k) by using the
J-unitary matrix 0(K). Thus, from expression (40), the
Riccati equation of Theorem 1 is equivalent to the following
expression.

z

1
1
Rk Ck F.k k-1

2

0

Rk

1
P 2Kk Re,k J1

L
By this,

Kk+1

(45)

z

®(k)

LKki

IK0+11

Y=

-2

Re,k+1 J1

0

1
0 P 2

*1k

k_1

is obtained.
[0168] Incidentally, in expressions (40) and (45), J 1 -1 can
be deleted.

Where,

8-2. Proof of Theorem 3
[0169] It is assumed that there is a J-unitary matrix 0(k)
which performs block triangulation as follows.

Ck =

(2,2)-Block Matrix
1

YZ

L'k+l l-k R r

Rk

X0

1

1

-1

-ZSZT+Y✓1 yT=

[K ]RekJ1 P 1Lk R ;,k

^Re,kI

L Kk

k

^Re k^ Kk0 I

_ 0

Kk

At this time, when both sides J=(7 1 ®-S)-norm of the above
expression are compared, X, Y and Z of the left side can be
determined as follows. Where, S denote a diagonal matrix in
which diagonal elements take 1 or -1.

II
=P q,\ 0

(1,1)-Block matrix

= -

XJ1 XT = Re,k - Ck+l i,c Rr,k Lk Ck+l

= Re,k + Ck+1 (ik+1I k - 'Pik Ik-1 VT )Ck+l
^

T

-T

= Rk + Ck+l ik+l lk Ck+1 - Ckikl k-1 Ck

= Rk + (R,,k+l — Rk+1) — (R,,k — Rk) = Re,k+l

I Q

Rk

+P

1 1 F'k+llk

^ Kk0 IT -iklk_1 JILT +P 1 F'k+l lk
T

[0170] By
T

-P1L,kRr,kL'k
0 ]T
T

k+1 Rr,k+1

k +1k

this,

^T + ^k+2k+1 +

Kk+l

0

^

Kk+l

Re,k+l

_IJl

0

_

-ZSZT-2k+2 k+1
k+lkWt=
and Z=L k+1 Rrk+1 /2 is

SRrk+l Uz k+lam

obtained.
8-3. Proof of Theorem 4
[0171] When an observation matrix H k has a shift characteristic and
J (J1®-S),
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the following relational expression is obtained by a similar
method to Theorem 2.

Re,k+l

be applied to an echo canceller in a communication system
or a sound system, sound field reproduction, noise control
and the like.
[0174] Although embodiments of the invention have been
shown and described, it is to be understood that various
modifications and substitutions, as well as rearrangements of
method steps and equipment, parts and components, can be
made by those skilled in the art without departing from the
novel spirit and scope of the invention

(46)

0

Re,k

Kk+1 ]

=

Ck+l L

1

0

E(k)

Lk

P

k
Where,

0 (k) _ (J1Rek ®

What is claimed is:
1. (canceled)
2. The system estimation method according to claim 7,
wherein the processing section calculates the existence
condition in accordance with a following expression:

(47)

— RRe,kCk+ , Lk

I

E(k) =

(k)(Re,k 1J1 1 ® — Rrk 1]

Rck] /

T

— Rr,k -k Ck+1

I

Where,
—R h ) E(k) = (Re,k+l ® — Rr,k+l)

1 — —^

2i i=E;^ I +

and Rr,k+l is determined so that
k+l®-Rr,k+l ) is established. Next, when an update expression of Rr,k+l is newly added to the third line of expression
(46), the following expression is finally obtained.

( 17)

Yf H7H,>0,
P

i=0,... ,k

(48)
Re,k+1

0

Re,k

kk+1 1I

L-0c+l

[

K
0

_1 -

0

0

Rr,k+l

Ck+lLk

— Re,k Ck+1Lk

I

p2 Lk

k
T

Lk Ck+l

— R_

1"

T
Ck+l

I

Rr,k

_

_ T
0

Re,k — Ck+l l-k Rr k -k Ck+1

0

Where,

_

T

T

[ K, ]—p 2Lk RlLk Ck+l

0 1I
P 2 Lk — LK,

J Re,k Ck+il-k

T
0

Rrk — I-k Ck+IRe,kCk+lLk

[0172] From the correspondence of the respective terms of
3x2 block matrixes of both sides, the following update
expression of a gain matrix K-k is obtained.

KO1] =

^

3. The system estimation method according to claim 7,
wherein the processing section calculates the existence
condition in accordance with a following expression:

(49)
KkI —

P Z LkRr,kl-kCk +l

rI

(50)

1I
Kk

Lk+1 = P 2 -k —

[

_

J

i=0,...,k

(18)

here,

Re,k Ck+l I-k

T

Re,k+1 = Re,k — Ck+ll-k R r kl-k Ck+1

(51)

Q

1 — Yf,

(19)

PH+ Ks,+
T^

(52)

= 1—HK'

Rr,k+l = Rr,k — I-k Ck+1 Re,k Ck+1 1 k

P = 1 — X(7f)

INDUSTIRAL APPLICABILITY
[0173] In general, in a normal civil communication equipment or the like, calculation is often performed at single
precision in view of the cost and speed. Thus, as the practical
state estimation algorithm, the present invention would have
effects in various industrial fields. Besides, the invention can

where the forgetting factor p and the upper limit value y f
havefolwingrt:
0<p=l-x(yf)_1, where X(f) denotes a monotonically
damping function of yf to satisfy x(1)=l and x(-)=0.
4-6. (canceled)-
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7. A system estimation method for making state estimation robust and optimizing a forgetting factor p simultaneously in an estimation algorithm, in which

-continued
1

T

(23)

Rk =RkJ1 Rtr,

for a state space model expressed by following expressions:

2

Rk

P

z

0

=

1

P 2 YL

0
Xk+1 =Fkxk+Gkwk

J1 =

Yk=Hkkk

- ,
—1

L0

J

1

ZkJkxk

T

ik lk-1 = 'kk-1 F'kk-1

here,

Rk = Rk + Ck 2kl k-1 Ck ,

xk: a state vector or simply a state,

Ck=

Hk
Hk
1

wk: a system noise,

^

,
T

Rk =RekJIRek ,

vk: an observation noise,

xolo = Xo

yk: an observation signal,
O(k) denotes a J-unitary matrix, that is, satisfies

zk: an output signal,

O(k) 70H(k) T=7, J=(7 1 ®I), I denotes a unit matrix,
Fk: dynamics of a system, and

Kk(:, 1) denotes a column vector of a first column of the
matrix Kk,

Gk: a drive matrix,
as an evaluation criterion, a maximum value of an energy
gain which indicates a ratio of a filter error to a
disturbance including the system noise w k and the
observation noise vk and is weighted with the forgetting
factor p is suppressed to be smaller than a term corresponding to a previously given upper limit value y f, and

a step at which a processing section inputs the upper limit
value y, the observation signal y k as an input of a filter
and a value including an observation matrix H k from a
storage section or an input section;
a step at which the processing section determines the
forgetting factor p relevant to the state space model in
accordance with the upper limit value y f;
a step of executing a hyper H_ filter at which the
processing section reads out an initial value or a value
including the observation matrix H k at a time from the
storage section and obtains a filter gain Kk by using
the forgetting factor p and a gain matrix K k and by
following expressions (20) to (22), or, expression (20)
and expressions which are deleted J 1 - ' and J 1 , in the
expressions (21) and (22),:

k xk-1 jk-1 )
xk Ik = xk-11k-1 + Ks,k (.Yk — H

1

1

1

0

Where,

(20)

1

`

1

(21)

1)/Re,k( 1 , 1 ), Kk =P2(P 2KkR e,kJl l IJ1Re,k

1

1

Ckt''k jk-1

R

P 1 Fkljk-1

R e,k

I®(k)= I

x k k: the estimated value of the state x k at the time k using
the observation signals yo to yk,
yk: the observation signal,
Fk: the dynamics of the system,
K k : the filter gain,

the system estimation method comprises:

Ks,k = Kk(:

here,

Hk: the observation matrix,
^ k^

k: corresponding to a covariance matrix of an error of

x k k,

O(k): the J-unitary matrix, and
R k : an auxiliary variable,
a step at which the processing section stores an estimated
value of the state x k by the hyper H ^ , filter into the
storage section;
a step at which the processing section calculates an
existence condition based on the upper limit value y f
andtheforgicpbytheandosrvi
matrix H; or the observation matrix H ; and the filter gain
and
a step at which the processing section sets the upper limit
value to be small within a range where the existence
condition is satisfied at each time and stores the value
into the storage section, by decreasing the upper limit
value yf and repeating the step of executing the hyper
H ^ , filter.
8. The system estimation method according to claim 7,
wherein the step of executing the hyper H_ filter includes:

(22)
0

a step at which the processing section calculates E ^ k+l k l/2
byusingthexpro(2);

P 2 Kk Re,k J1 1 ''k+l lk

a step at which the processing section calculates the filter
gain Kk based on an initial condition of E k k_ 1 and an
initial condition of Ck, by using the expression (21);
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a step at which the processing section updates a filter
equation of the H_ filter of the expression (20); and

here, O(k) denotes an arbitrary J-unitary matrix, and
Ck=Ck+1 is established, where

a step at which the processing section repeatedly executes
the step of calculating by using the expression (20), the
step of calculating by using the expression (21) and, the
step of updating while advancing the time k.
9. A system estimation method for making state estimation robust and optimizing a forgetting factor p simultaneously in an estimation algorithm, in which

1

T

(23)

Rk =RkJ1 Rk,

1

z

for a state space model expressed by following expressions:

P2

0

0

P 2 Yf

Rk =

Xk+1 =Fkxk+Gkwk
Yk=Hkxk+vk

^

-1 ,

J1=

zk =Hkxk

here,
xk: a state vector or simply a state,

T
iklk-1 = 'kk-1F'kk-1

wk: a system noise,

vk: an observation noise,
yk: an observation signal,

Rk = Rk + Ckiklk-1 Ck ,

zk: an output signal,
Fk: dynamics of a system, and

^ Hk
Hk

Ck =

Gk: a drive matrix,
as an evaluation criterion, a maximum value of an energy
gain which indicates a ratio of a filter error to a
disturbance including the system noise w k and the
observation noise vk and is weighted with the forgetting
factor p is suppressed to be smaller than a term corresponding to a previously given upper limit value y f, and

1

1,

T

Rk =RekJ1Rek ,

xolo = xo

the system estimation method comprises:
a step at which a processing section inputs the upper limit
value y, the observation signal y k as an input of a filter
and a value including an observation matrix H k from a
storage section or an input section;
a step at which the processing section determines the
forgetting factor p relevant to the state space model in
accordance with the upper limit value y f
a step of executing a hyper H_ filter at which the
processing section reads out an initial value or a value
including the observation matrix H k at a time from the
storage section and obtains a filter gain Kk by using
the forgetting factor p and a gain matrix K k and by
following expressions:

xklk = xk-11k-1 + KK,k(.Yk — H

/as k + /^k(

1 )/Re,k ( 1 , 1),

k xk-1jk-1 )

(61)

z Kk
(,,k
Kk = P
Rek2
R1

(62)

1

1

Re,k+l
K +

T

1

Ck+,!k R,

Rk+l

0
T

1 ]Re,k 1J1 Lk+1R.,k 1

0

1

[ K ]Re,kJ,

1

1 O(k)

(63)

here,
x

: the estimated value of the state x k at the time k using
the observation signals yo to yk,

^ klk

yk: the observation signal,
K k : the filter gain,
Hk: the observation matrix,
O(k): the J-unitary matrix, and
R k : an auxiliary variable,
a step at which the processing section stores an estimated
value of the state x k by the hyper H_ filter into the
storage section;
a step at which the processing section calculates an
existence condition based on the upper limit value y f
andtheforgicpbytheandosrvi
matrix H; or the observation matrix H ; and the filter gain
Ks „ and
a step at which the processing section sets the upper limit
value to be small within a range where the existence
condition is satisfied at each time and stores the value
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into the storage section, by decreasing the upper limit
value y f and repeating the step of executing the hyper
H_ filter.
10. The system estimation method according to claim 9,
wherein the step of executing the hyper H_ filter includes:

the forgetting factor p and a gain matrix Kk and by
following expressions:

xk lk = xk-11k-1 +K,,k(.Yk — Hkxk- 11k-1)

(25)

Kk = p 2 Kk(:, 1 )/Re,k( 1 , 1)

(26)

a step at which the processing section calculates K k
and Lk+l basedonitlc fRe,k+r.l
by using the expression (63);

rI Kk+l
0

a step at which the processing section calculates the filter
gain Kk based on the initial condition and by using the

1III
= Kk

—P

Lk R ,,k1 G
k CT
k+l

o ]
4- 1 = P 2^ k—

expression (62);

K

(27)

(28)
Re,kCk+1Lk

k

Lk T

a step at which the processing section updates a filter
equation of the H_ filter of the expression (61); and

(29)

Re,k+l = Re,k — Ck+ll-k R r kl-k Ck+1

T
Rr,k+l = Rr,k — I-k Ck+1 Re,k Ck+1!k

a step at which the processing section repeatedly executes
the step of calculating by using the expression (63), the
step of calculating by using the expression (62), and,
the step of updating while advancing the time k.
11. A system estimation method for making state estimation robust and optimizing a forgetting factor p simultaneously in an estimation algorithm, in which

(30)

Where,

Ck+l =

^

(31)

Hk+l
Hk+l

Hk+l = [uk+l u(k + 1- N)] = [u(k + 1)u
k ],
H1 = [u(1), 0, ... , 0]

for a state space model expressed by following expressions:

Re,1 = R1 + C1ElloC1,
R1=

Xk+1 —Fkxk+Gkwk

PY'2
0

Yk=Hkxk+vk

E110 = diag{p2, ps , ... , pN+2

zk =Hkxk

P= 1

here,

10

IO =

xk: a state vector or simply a state,

0 0

E R(N+1)x2

01

wk: a system noise,
Rr,o=[

LLL o

vk: an observation noise,

],

PN

Ko= 0 ,

yk: an observation signal,

x010 = x0,

zk: an output signal,

Kk =P 2 Kk

Fk: dynamics of a system, and
here,

Gk: a drive matrix,
as an evaluation criterion, a maximum value of an energy
gain which indicates a ratio of a filter error to a
disturbance including the system noise w k and the
observation noise vk and is weighted with the forgetting
factor p is suppressed to be smaller than a term corresponding to a previously given upper limit value y f, and
the system estimation method comprises:
a step at which a processing section inputs the upper limit
value y., the observation signal y k as an input of a filter
and a value including an observation matrix H k from a
storage section or an input section;
a step at which the processing section determines the
forgetting factor p relevant to the state space model in
accordance with the upper limit value y t.
a step of executing a hyper H , filter at which the
processing section reads out an initial value or a value
including the observation matrix H k at a time from the
storage section and obtains a filter gain Kk by using
^

yk: the observation signal,
Fk: the dynamics of the system,
Hk: the observation matrix,
x

: the estimated value of the state x k at the time k using
the observation signals yo to yk

^ k k

KS k: the filter gain, obtained from the gain matrix K -k,

and
Re,k,Lk: an auxiliary variable,
a step at which the processing section stores an estimated
value of the state x k by the hyper H_ filter into the
storage section;
a step at which the processing section calculates an
existence condition based on the upper limit value y f
andtheforgicpbytheandosrvi
matrix H; or the observation matrix H ; and the filter gain
and
a step at which the processing section sets the upper limit
value to be small within a range where the existence
condition is satisfied at each time and stores the value
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into the storage section, by decreasing the upper limit
value y f and repeating the step of executing the hyper
H_ filter.
12. (canceled)
13. The system estimation method according to claim 7,
wherein an estimated value z° kjk of the output signal is
obtained from the state estimated value x ^ kIk at the time k by
a following expression:

a step of executing a hyper H_ filter at which the
processing section reads out an initial value or a value
including the observation matrix H k at a time from the
storage section and obtains a filter gain Kk by using
the forgetting factor p and a gain matrix Kk and by
following expressions:

Z klk=Hkx klk.

14. The system estimation method according to claim 7,
wherein the H_ filter equation is applied to obtain the state
estimated value x' klk=[h' l [k], ❑❑❑ ,h ^ N[k]]

xk lk = xk—llk—1 + Kr,k(.Yk — Hkxk—1 lk-1)

(25)

Kk =p 2 Kk(:, 1 )/Re,k( 1 , 1)

(26)

rI Kk+l 1I
0

a pseudo-echo is estimated by a following expression:

=

rI 0 1I
Kk

—

/^

21 L k Rr,k1.Tk CTk+l

o ]
N-1
dk =

4- 1 = P I lk —

(34)

K

(27)
(28)

Re,kCk+1Lk

hi [k]uk—i,

T T
Re,k+l = Re,k — Ck+l l-k Rr,k—k —k+l

=o

(29)

k=0,1,2,...
T_T

I

(30)

Rr,k+l = Rr,k — I-k Ck+, Re,k Ck+l l-k

Where,

and
(31)

Hk+l

echo canceller is realized by canceling an actual echo
by the obtained pseudo-echo.
15. A system estimation program for causing a computer
to make state estimation robust and to optimize a forgetting
factor p simultaneously in an estimation algorithm, in which
an

Ck+l =
Hk+l
Hk+l = [uk+l u(k + 1 — N)] = [u(k + 1)uk],

H1 = [u( 1 ), 0, ... , 0]

for a state space model expressed by following expressions:

+ cBlloc1 ,

Re,1 = R1

Xk+1 =Fkxk+Gkwk
Yk=Hkxk+vk

l0

N+2 }
= diag{p2 , p3 , ... , p
,
x(TS)

p= 1

Zk =Hkxk

here,
IO =

xk: a state vector or simply a state,

10
0 0

E R(N+1)x2

01

wk: a system noise,
Rr,o=[

vk: an observation noise,
yk: an observation signal,

o —p N

],

Ko = 0,
x010 = x0,

zk: an output signal,

Kk =p 2 Kk

Fk: dynamics of a system, and
Gk: a drive matrix,
as an evaluation criterion, a maximum value of an energy
gain which indicates a ratio of a filter error to a
disturbance including the system noise w k and the
observation noise vk and is weighted with the forgetting
factor p is suppressed to be smaller than a term corresponding to a previously given upper limit value y f, and
the system estimation program causes the computer to

execute:
a step at which a processing section inputs the upper limit
value y., the observation signal y k as an input of a filter
and a value including an observation matrix H k from a
storage section or an input section;
a step at which the processing section determines the
forgetting factor p relevant to the state space model in
accordance with the upper limit value y f

here,
yk: the observation signal,
Fk: the dynamics of the system,
Hk: the observation matrix,
x

: the estimated value of the state x k at the time k using
the observation signals yo to yk,

^ klk

K k : the filter gain, obtained from the gain matrix K -k,

and
Re,k, Lk: an auxiliary variable,
a step at which the processing section stores an estimated
value of the state x k by the hyper H_ filter into the
storage section;
a step at which the processing section calculates an
existence condition based on the upper limit value yf
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and the forgetting factor p by the obtained observation
matrix H; or the observation matrix H ; and the filter gain
Ks , and
a step at which the processing section sets the upper limit
value to be small within a range where the existence
condition is satisfied at each time and stores the value
into the storage section, by decreasing the upper limit
value y. and repeating the step of executing the hyper
H_ filter.
16. A computer readable recording medium recording a
system estimation program for causing a computer to make
state estimation robust and to optimize a forgetting factor p
simultaneously in an estimation algorithm, in which
for a state space model expressed by following expressions:

-continued
T
rI 0
.T C
Rrl
0 J = I Kk J1I — PzL k
,k k k+l

rI Kk+l 1I

0

-

(27)

(28)

1-k+1=P I Ik — K RCk+lLk
k

r
Re,k+l = Re,k — Ck+ll-k Rr,kLk Ck+l

(29)

r
Rr,k+l = Rr,k — I-k Ck+l Re,k Ck+1 Lk

(30)

Where,

^

Ck+1 =

Hk+l

Hk+l
Hk+1 = [uk+l u(k + 1—N)] = [u(k + 1) uk ],

Xk+1 —Fkerk+Gkwk

H,=[u( 1), 0 ,... , 0]

Yk=Hkxk+vk

Re,1

zk =Hkxk

here,

= R1 + CHl1oC1 ,

R1=
Y'
P 2
0

xk: a state vector or simply a state,

N+2 }
Elio = diag{p2 , p3 , ... , p
,

wk: a system noise,

P= 1 — x(Tf)

to

vk: an observation noise,
I9 =

yk: an observation signal,

0

0

E R(N+1)x2

01

zk: an output signal,
R.,o = [

Fk: dynamics of a system, and
Gk: a drive matrix,

0 PN

Ko = 0, zolo = xo, Kk = P 2 Kk

as an evaluation criterion, a maximum value of an energy
gain which indicates a ratio of a filter error to a
disturbance including the system noise w k and the
observation noise vk and is weighted with the forgetting
factor p is suppressed to be smaller than a term corresponding to a previously given upper limit value y f, and
the computer readable recording medium recording the
system estimation program causes the computer to

execute:
a step at which a processing section inputs the upper limit
value y., the observation signal y k as an input of a filter
and a value including an observation matrix H k from a
storage section or an input section;
a step at which the processing section determines the
forgetting factor p relevant to the state space model in
accordance with the upper limit value y f.
a step of executing a hyper H_ filter at which the
processing section reads out an initial value or a value
including the observation matrix H k at a time from the
storage section and obtains a filter gain K, ,, by using
the forgetting factor p and a gain matrix K -k and by
following expressions:

xkl k = xk-11 k-1 + Ks,k (.Yk — Hkxk-11 k-1)

( 25 )

Kk =p 2 Kk(:, 1 )/Re,k( 1 , 1)

(26)

(31)

here,
yk: the observation signal,
Fk: the dynamics of the system,
Hk: the observation matrix,
x k k: the estimated value of the state x k at the time k using
the observation signals yo to yk,
KS k: the filter gain, obtained from the gain matrix K -k,

and
Re,k, Lk: an auxiliary variable,
a step at which the processing section stores an estimated
value of the state x k by the hyper H_ filter into the
storage section;
a step at which the processing section calculates an
existence condition based on the upper limit value y f
andtheforgicpbytheandosrvi
matrix H; or the observation matrix H ; and the filter gain
and
a step at which the processing section sets the upper limit
value to be small within a range where the existence
condition is satisfied at each time and stores the value
into the storage section, by decreasing the upper limit
value yf and repeating the step of executing the hyper
H_ filter.
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17. A system estimation device for making state estimation robust and optimizing a forgetting factor p simultaneously in an estimation algorithm, in which

-continued

for a state space model expressed by following expressions:

1-T

T

( )

Re,k+l = Re,k — Ck+1I-kRr,kI'k Ck+l

Xk+1 —Fkxk+Gkwk
Yk—Hkkk

T
Rr,k+l = Rr,k — I-k Ck+l R e,k Ck+l Lk

zk =Hkxk

(30)

Where,

here,
xk: a state vector or simply a state,

^

Ck+l =

wk: a system noise,

Hk+l

vk: an observation noise,

Hk+l = [uk+l u(k + 1—N)] = [u(k + 1) uk ],

yk: an observation signal,

H,= [u( 1), 0 ,... , 0]

zk: an output signal,

Re,1 =R1 + ClilloC1,

Fk: dynamics of a system, and

R1 =

p

0

prr

Gk: a drive matrix,

N+2 }
El10 = diag{p2 , p3 , ... , p
,

as an evaluation criterion, a maximum value of an energy
gain which indicates a ratio of a filter error to a
disturbance including the system noise w k and the
observation noise vk and is weighted with the forgetting
factor p is suppressed to be smaller than a term corresponding to a previously given upper limit value y f, and

p= 1

10

Io =

0

0

E R(N+1)x2

01

Rr,o = [

LLL 0

the system estimation device comprises
a processing section to execute the estimation algorithm;

P N

Ko = 0, xolo = xo, Kk = p 2 Kk

(31)

and
a storage section to which reading and/or writing is
performed by the processing section and which stores
respective observed values, set values, and estimated
values relevant to the state space model,

here,
yk: the observation signal,

further comprising:

Fk: the dynamics of the system,

a means at which the processing section inputs the upper
limit value yf, the observation signal y k as an input of
a filter and a value including an observation matrix H k
fromthesagcinrputseo;

Hk: the observation matrix,

a means at which the processing section determines the
forgetting factor p relevant to the state space model in
accordance with the upper limit value y f.
a means of executing a hyper H_ filter at which the
processing section reads out an initial value or a value
including the observation matrix H k at a time from the
storage section and obtains a filter gain K s,k by using
the fgttin factor p and a gain matrix K -k and by
following expressions:

xkl k = xk-11 k-1 + Ks,k (.Yk — Hkxk-11 k-1)

1

2 Kk (: , D T Re,k (l, 1)

14+1

(26)
Ks,k=p

]=Kk]—/, 2LkRrk1-kCk+l

= P 2 I-k —

0 ]
1 ^
[ K k Re,k Ck+ll-k

: the estimated value of the state x k at the time k using
the observation signals yo to yk,

^ klk

Ks,k: the filter gain, obtained from the gain matrix K -k,

and
Re,k, Lk: an auxiliary variable,
a means at which the processing section stores an estimated value of the state x k by the hyper H_ filter into
the storage section;
a means at which the processing section calculates an
existence condition based on the upper limit value y f
andtheforgicpbytheandosrvi

( 25 )

(27)

Kk0 1

x

(28)

matrix Hi or the observation matrix H i and the filter gain
and
a means at which the processing section sets the upper
limit value to be small within a range where the
existence condition is satisfied at each time and stores

the value into the storage section, by decreasing the
upper limit value y. and repeating the means of executing the hyper H , filter.
^
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18. The system estimation method according to claim 9,
wherein the processing section calculates the existence
condition in accordance with a following expression:

21. The system estimation method according to claim 11,
wherein the processing section calculates the existence
condition in accordance with a following expression:

here,

here,
z A

PH; K;

(1 9)

z A

P= 1 Yf'

where the forgetting factor p and the upper limit value y .
havefolwingrt:

x() 1, where Z(y f) denotes a monotonically
damping function of yf to satisfy x(1)=1 and x( -)=0.
19. The system estimation method according to claim 9,
wherein an estimated value Z "kIk of the output signal is
obtained from the state estimated value x kIk at the time k by
a following expression:
0 <P= 1—

20. The system estimation method according to claim 9,
wherein the H_ filter equation is applied to obtain the state
estimated value xklk =[ h' r [k], ❑❑❑ ,h ^ N[k]]

1 9)

' P= 1 X(Y)

where the forgetting factor p and the upper limit value yf
have a following relation:
0<P=1—X()<1, where Z(yf) denotes a monotonically
damping function of y to satisfy 102 (1)=1 and x(c) =0.
22. The system estimation method according to claim 11,
wherein an estimated value z"kjk of the output signal is
obtained from the state estimated value x ^ k,k at the time k by
a following expression:
Z"klk=Hkx

Z"klk-pX.. kIK.

PH;K,s,;

1-H,K

k lk •

23. The system estimation method according to claim 11,
wherein the H_ filter equation is applied to obtain the state
estimated value x ^ klk=[h ^ r [k], ❑❑❑ ,h ^ N[k]]
a pseudo-echo is estimated by a following expression:

a pseudo-echo is estimated by a following expression:
N-1

dk=

(34)

N-1

h;[k]uk-;, k=0,1,2,...

dk=

(34)

,hi[kluk-;, k=0,1,2,...
=o

=o

and
and
an

echo canceller is realized by canceling an actual echo
by the obtained pseudo-echo.

an echo canceller is realized by canceling an actual echo
by the obtained pseudo-echo.

